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VICARIOUSTRANSPORT:FICTIVEDEIXIS IN
PINDAR'S PYTHIANFOUR
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Charis,who fashions all things soothing for mortals,
addinghonor besides, often designs the incredibleto be credible;
and the days to come are wisest witnesses.1

P

OETRY,this maxim affirms,makes the incredible credible, just

as Hesiod's Muses (Theog. 27-28) claim to know how to "speak
many false things as though they were the truth."One device, in the
vast arsenal of poetic devices, is the powerful linguistic tool of deixis,
which can engage the emotions of persons listening to any sort of text
and give them the illusion of participatingin events and places and
times that are far distant.Deixis pervadespoetry,story telling, everyday
conversation, and prayer. Derived from the Greek 6eiicvvut, "point
out," this fundamental category in language refers to words "whose
interpretationdepends on access (perceptualor indirect)to the situation
in which the utteranceis produced."2Its study belongs to the realm of
1 Translationsof Pindaric passages are my own. The text of Pindar is cited from
B. Snell and H. Maehler, Pindari Carmina cum Fragmentis,Pars I: Epinicia8 (Leipzig
1987).
2 J. C. Kuipers,Power in Performance:the Creation of TextualAuthorityin Weweya
Ritual Speech (Philadelphia 1990) 99. On deixis and Greek poetry, see J. Danielewicz,
"Deixis in Greek ChoralLyric,"QUCC N.s.34 (1990) 7-17; W. Risler, "UberDeixis und
einige Aspekte miindlichenund schriftlichenStils in antikerLyrik,"WJA9 (1983) 7-28
and "Persona reale o persona poetica? L'interpretazionedell' io nella lirica greca
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pragmatics, which examines the sign from the point of view of its
users.3Deictic words are indexical signs, since they point to (or index)
a referentoutside the text or outside the utteranceof the speaker.4Usually, they refer to what is externalto the text; but in representedspeech
they point to the speech context outside the embeddedstructurebut still
withinthe text.5
Deictics, which lack a stable referentialmeaning, can only be deciarcaica,"QUCC 48 (1985) 131-144; and C. Faraone,"The Wheel, the Whip, and Other
Implementsof Torture:EroticMagic in Pindar'sPythian4.213-19," CJ 89 (1993) 1-19.
E. J. Bakkerhas developed a rich interdisciplinarymethodology for examining deictics in speeches and narrativesin a numberof ancient Greek authors;see his "Discourse
and Performance:Involvement,Visualizationand 'Presence' in Homeric Poetry,"CA 12
(1993) 1-29; "VerbalAspect and Mimetic Description in Thucydides,"in Grammaras
Interpretation:GreekLiteraturein its Linguistic Contexts,ed. E. J. Bakker(Leiden 1997
[MnemosyneSuppl. 171]) 7-54; and "HomericOYTOXand the Poetics of Deixis," CP 94
(1999) 1-19.
3 On pragmatics,as opposed to semantics, see J. A. Lucy, "Reflexive Language and
the Human Disciplines," in ReflexiveLanguage: Reported Speech and Metapragmatics,
ed. J. A. Lucy (Cambridge1993) 9-32, especially 17: "Thepragmaticaspect of language
is all the meaningfulnessof signs connected with ongoing usage in contexts of communication (e.g., indexical meaning). The semantic aspect of language is that portion of the
meaningfulnessof signs which is constant across, and thereforeindependentof, specific
contexts (e.g., form-classmeaning)."
4 For an indexical sign, the basis of the relationbetween sign and object is factual or
naturalcontiguity-temporal, logical, or spatial. In contrast,for an iconic sign the relation is based on factual or naturalsimilarity,and for a symbol on imputed contiguity or
similarity.Peirce defines index as "essentiallyan affairof here and now, its office being to
bring the thought to a particular experience, or series of experiences connected by
dynamical relations." (C. S. Peirce: Collected Papers, ed. C. Hartshorn,P. Weiss, and
A. W. Burks. 8 vols. [Cambridge,Mass. 1931-1938] 56). For an overview of Peirce's
semiotics and pragmatics, see R. J. Parmentier,Signs in Society (Bloomington 1994)
3-22.
5 In contrast,discourse indexicals-called, since antiquity,anaphora(or anaphoraand
cataphora,since they point backward [= up] and forward [= down], respectively, in a
text)-are uniformly text-internal.Dionysus Thrax of the 2nd century B.C.E.is the first
to mean "standingin relation"to what
extant grammarianto use the word a&vopoptco;g
preceded (D.T. 636.12). For Stoic reflections on anaphoraand deixis see P. Pachet, "La
deixis selon Z6non et Chrysippe,"Phronesis 20 (1975) 241-246. For a full discussion of
the deictic field of language and deictic words, see K. Biihler, Theoryof Language: The
Representational Function of Language, trans. D. E Goodwin (Amsterdam 1990)
91-166. For a lucid exposition of anaphoraand deixis in Armenian, which has a more
completely articulateddeictic system than either Greek or Latin, see J. Klein, "'Sd-fige'
and Indo-EuropeanDeixis," Hist. Sprachforsch. 109 (1996) 21-39 and On Personal
Deixis in Classical Armenian(Dettelbach 1996).
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phered once interpretersknow the place and time of utteranceand the
identity of the speaker.When this informationis lacking, deictics may
serve as clues for reconstructingthe original speech (or performance)
situation. In Pindaric odes, opening and closing deictics tend to be
more literally indexed to the performancesite and thus more reliable as
a basis for reconstruction;but this matter needs furtherinvestigation,
ode by ode.6
In fictional narrative,accordingto E. M. Segal, "readersand authors
shift their deictic center from the real-world situation to an image of
themselves at a location within the story world."' This act of imagination brings them to what Biihler calls the origo of a speaker,a nexus of
"here"/"now"/"I."8 Under the impact of deictics, they imaginatively
occupy the "deictic center"or orienting point. Their imaginativelabor
engages them, alongside the poet, in the act of creating meaning, as
they respond to the poet's masterfulmanipulationof deixis for poetic
effect. Deictics work with other forms of engaging the audience,
including ellipsis,9 focalization,'0and the use of special particles."
6 In a numberof Pindaric
epinicia, e.g., referencesto "this city" or "this island,"or to
"these citizens" have stimulatedscholarly debate as to which city, island, or citizens are
being designated. P. Hummel, La Syntaxe de Pindare (Paris 1993) 190, lists instances of
such demonstrativedeictics in the Pindariccorpus,e.g., in 01. 8 and Py. 9.
7 E. M. Segal, "NarrativeComprehensionand the Role of Deictic Shift Theory,"in
Deixis in Narrative:A CognitiveScience Perspective,ed. J. F Duchan, G. A. Bruder,and
L. E. Hewitt (Hillsdale, NJ 1995) 3-17, especially 14-16. The essays in this book use
narratologicaland linguistic theory to address the poetics of involvement in narrative.
While D. A. Zubin and L. E. Hewitt, "The Deictic Center:A Theory of Deixis in Narrative,"(129-155), outline the linguistic foundationsof deictic centeringin narrativefiction
in English, L. E. Hewitt, "Anaphorin Subjective Contexts in NarrativeFiction," (328),
writes on subjectivityin narrative:"one vital component of the reader'sexperience of a
story is the way in which it offers vicariousexperienceof others' lives."
8 Biihler, Theory of Language 137-157, distinguishes literal deixis (demonstratioad
oculos) from figurativeor imagination-orienteddeixis (deixis am phantasma).
9 On ellipsis, see G. Nagy, "Ellipsis in Homer," in Written Voices, Spoken Signs:
Tradition,Performance,and the Epic Text,ed. E. J. Bakker and A. Kahane (Cambridge,
Mass. 1999) 167-189, 253-257.
10 On focalization, see M. Bal, Narratology: Introductionto the Theory of Narrative,
trans.C. van Boheemen (Toronto1985) 100-114; G. Genette,NarrativeDiscourse, trans.
J. E. Lewin (Ithaca 1980) 185-211 and G. Genette, Nouveau discours du recit (Paris
1983) 48-52; and S. Rimmon-Kenan,Narrative Fiction: ContemporaryPoetics (London
1983) 71-85. On focalization in Homericepic, see I. J. F. de Jong, Narratorsand Focalizers: ThePresentationof the Story in the Iliad (Amsterdam1987).
1 On 8&j(and to a lesser extent
8&)as a particlethat makes "even the most monologic
discourse an implicit dialogue with a listener whose reactions . .. shape the verbalization
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Ancient Greek, like other languages, expresses deixis through a
variety of morphological features. These can be grouped under five
categoriesthat figureprominentlyin my study:
1) first and second person pronouns,which constituteproximal and
intermediatedeixis, respectively, in relation to the origo of the
speaker;12
2) demonstrative pronouns and adjectives (especially 86e and
[E]icKivo;, but also otog, which is sometimes deictic in
Pindar);13
3) fronted adverbials(transposedto the beginning of a sentence or
clause):
a) spatialand temporaladverbs;
b) locative prepositionalphrases;
c) relativelocative or temporaladverbials(e.g., i'vo "where"and
Tre"when");
deictic
verbs, which lead toward or away from the origo (e.g.,
4)

of the speaker'sconsciousness,"see Bakker,Poetry in Speech: Oralityand Homeric Discourse (Ithaca 1997) 74-80; in his "Discourseand Performance,"1-29, especially 15-23,
Bakker extends his study to other particles, including &ipa, that function as discourse
markerspointingto the speech or performanceand indicatingthe anticipatedinvolvement
of the addressees.
12Drawing on Arabic grammarianswho distinguished between first and second person, on the one hand (the one who speaks and the one who is addressed),and third person, on the other (the one who is absent),E. Benveniste,Problemsin GeneralLinguistics,
trans. M. E. Meek (Coral Gables, FL 1971) 195-204 and 217-222, presents a linguistic
theory of verbal person in which, in terms of roles, first and second person constitute a
separatesystem from third,the formersignifying presence,the latterabsence.
Building on the seminal work of Benveniste, J. Klein, "Deixis in Languageand Discourse,"CO (forthcoming),points out that many languages align deictic markerswith the
role of person, associatingdegrees of distancefrom the speakerwith first and second person pronouns.For the third person, who "may be present or absent, near me, in the distance, or irrelevantlypositioned,"languages universally specify degree of distance from
the speakerby distinguishingthis (nearme: proximaldeixis) from that (far from me: distal deixis). In some languages a third,intermediatedegree of deixis is introduced,which
may be associated with the second person or addressee (that near you). Such languages
(e.g., Armenianand Latin)have a three-waydeictic system.
13S.v. &E,oko;, and []xKEdvo;in W.J. Slater, Lexicon to Pindar (Berlin 1969).
Bakker,"HomericOYTOYand the Poetics of Deixis," 1-19, argues that in Homer ooto;
is always deictic ratherthan anaphoric,and as such is part of the system of "place deictics" in ancientGreek (6).
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those meaning "go" and "come,""bring"and "take,""welcome,"
"receive,""leave,"etc.);14
5) verbs that express an internalpoint of view (e.g., the imperfect)15
Deictics of the first and second person (type 1 above) point, respectively, to the speaker(s) and the addressee(s). In everyday speech, so
long as there are two interlocutors, no ambiguity arises as to their
meaning, and an interpreterhas only to witness the speech situationto
know to whom each pronounrefers. As soon, however, as the exchange
is decontextualized, or deprived of its situatedness, the reference for
these pronouns becomes problematic.In the case of texts once but no
longer performed,such pronominaldeixis is especially elusive. Moreover, where there is more than one narrative level, in represented
speech, in representedspeeches, the references of "I" and "you" are
particularlyproblematic.
Pindaruses deixis with expertise and subtlety,primarilyto make his
audiences "travel"across space and time. First he locates them in the
text either at the site of victory or at the victor's hometown. Then he
transports them along carefully demarcated pathways, ultimately
returningthem (again, in the text) to their place of origin. They experience vicarious travel through a vividness, or illusion of seeing
(enargeia),16that he linguistically creates. Their poetic journeys build
14 On deictic

verbs of motion as either afferent (= centripetal)or efferent (= centrifugal) with reference to a designated origo, see F. L6toublon, "Le temps s'en va,"
Recherchessur la philosophie et le langage (Hommage ' Henri Joly) 12 (Grenoble 1990)
357-372 and II allait, pareil a' la nuit: Les verbes de mouvementen Grec (Paris 1985);
also Bruder, "Psychological Evidence That Linguistic Devices are Used by Readers to
Understand Spatial Deixis in Narrative Text," in Deixis in Narrative (above, n. 7)
248-251.
15B. Gildersleeve, "Studies in PindaricSyntax III,"AJP 4 (1883) 158-165, especially
160, observes that "the imperfecthas nothing to do with the absolutelength of the action,
it has only to do with the vision of the narrator."Since the predominanceof the aorist in
lyric is "the rule of the language"(162), imperfectsare conspicuous, by contrast,and can
express the grammaticalsubject's internal viewpoint. Here, as elsewhere, Gildersleeve
anticipatesthe insights of modernnarratology.
Bakker, "VerbalAspect and Mimetic Description in Thucydides,"7-54, finds that
Thucydides uses the aorist to express the external point of view of the narrative,the
imperfectto presentan internalpoint of view. This distinctioncan be observedin Pythian
4, especially in connection with send-offs and arrivals.
16On enargeia, "vividness,"and orality, see Bakker, "Discourse and Performance,"
1-29; Poetry in Speech, 77-79; and "VerbalAspect and Mimetic Discourse in Thucydides," where he defines enargeia as "the power of language to create a vivid presence
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on the movements of all the other "travelers"in his ode, who traverse
eitherobjectively representedspace, with certainfixed featuresthat correspondto reality independentof any subject, or (quite often) "subjectcentered"space. As these characterstravel,Pindarenables his audience
to follow their pathways and imaginativelytravel with them. They can
then affiliate with and even occupy the same subject position as the
victor himself-a characterwithin the ode but one who has usually
traveled(in real time) to the site of his victory and, by the time of the
performance,come back. As a consequence of this specific affiliation,
every address to the victor radiates outwardto these fellow travelers,
who thus become additionaltargetsof poetic persuasion.
The motif of the round-tripjourney is just one among the many
structurallinks between mythic and epinician materials in a Pindaric
ode. In all but nine of his forty-fourvictory odes Pindarenhances the
signification of the athletic victory by making it the metaphoricnearequivalentof heroic exploits. This semantic cohesion has been studied
extensively by Pindarists, often in a search for each poem's organic
unity.17 Alongside and sometimes in false opposition to the quest for
thematic unity are studies, following Bundy (1962), that emphasize
epinician conventions and rhetoricalstrategiesand the rhetoricalargument the ode is setting forth. In these studies, the equivalences that
that is ultimately connected with the emotions of those perceiving it" (7). The term
enargeia was used for vivid, visualizabledescriptionby Dionysius of Halicarnassus(Lys.
7) in the firstcenturyB.C.E.
17It is generally accepted that the choice and shaping of the myth contributeto the
epinician argumentin individual odes, and that myth can provide positive and negative
paradigmsfor epinician figures-a function well known from epic. See, among others,
A. K6hnken,Die Funktiondes Mythosbei Pindar (Berlin 1971), with references,as well
as his "NarrativePeculiaritiesin Pindar'sFourthPythianOde,"SCI 12 (1993) 26-35.
For a review of Pindaricscholarshipup to the 1960s, see D. C. Young, "PindaricCriticism," in Pindaros und Bakchylides,ed. W. M. Calder III and J. Stern (Darmstadt1970
[Wege der Forschung 134]) 1-95, especially 86-88, who situates the work of E. L.
Bundy,Studia Pindarica (Berkeley 1962 [Universityof CaliforniaPublicationsin Classical Philology 18.1-2]) in the context of the Pindariccriticism that precededit. Still influential are the insights of J. H. Finley, Pindar and Aeschylus (Cambridge,Mass. 1955) and
H. Frinkel, Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy, trans. M. Hadas and J. Willis, 2nd ed.
rev. (Oxford 1975), who sought to elucidate basic values in the epinicia. Since Young's
review article, many scholars have expandedBundy's work, while others have critiqued
his single-mindedfocus on the conventionsof the epinician genre. For a recent overview
of Pindaricscholarshipin terms of the search for unity and of the tension between occasional poetry and universalpoetry, see L. Lehnus, Pindaro, Olimpiche:traduzione,commento,note e lettura(Milan 1981) xxiii-xxvii.
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develop become a platform for the epinician argument:if a certain
mythic hero did x and received y, then this victor too (or this victor all
the more) deserves a comparableoutcome.
Frequently,Pindarrepresentsthe victor's journey as a doubly transforming event. The athlete, like a boy initiated into manhood, completes his "ordeal,"returns home, and receives a hearty welcome.18
From the perspective of the oikos and the polis, his journey out and
back accomplishes a transferralof goods.19 When he comes home,
transformed,his victory becomes a conduit for channelinggoods to his
oikos andpolis. They experiencea renewaland rejuvenationvicariously
by identifying with him and, synecdochically,as he rejoins them. Moreover, in cases where the hero is the victor's purportedancestor and
model, the mythic exploits doubly enhance his athletic feats-through
ties of lineage (metonymy) and structuralparallels (metaphor).Then,
enrichedby myth, the victor's story benefits all the more the hometown
communitypresent,in person, at the ode's firstperformance.
Pindar representsmythic speakers using the same kinds of deictics
as the epinician speaker.Such representedspeeches give the interpreter
a rich opportunityto study not only the complex constituentsof deictics
in ancient Greek but, in addition, the workings of deixis on internal
audiences (what it makes them do).20Since deictic patternsat subordinate levels of discourse mimic those of the higher level speaker-deixis,
we can expect these patterns to have a comparable impact on their
respective audiences. And indeed, when characterssuch as Chiron in
Pythian 9, Medea in Pythian 4, and Hippolytain Nemean 5 use the language of "here and now" to locate events with reference to where they
stand, these deictics literally situate their mythic addressees. On those
in the poet's live audience, who experience them vicariously as imagination-orienteddeixis, they have additionalpoetic effects.21
18 K. Crotty,
Song and Action: The VictoryOdes of Pindar (Baltimore 1982) 104-138.
In the case of the returningathlete, this initiatory structure,which underlies many traditional hero tales of departureand return, would be primarily figurative:victory at the
Games is like the initiatoryordeal which makes a boy a man.
19 L. Kurke, The Trafficin Praise: Pindar and the Poetics
of Social Economy (Ithaca
1991) 22.
20The narratologicalbackgroundfor my study of deixis can be reviewed in RimmonKenan, Narrative Fiction and Bal, Narratology. On focalization that sustains a deictic
shift, see Zubin and Hewitt in Deixis in Narrative (above, n. 7) 131-132; on narratology
and deixis, E. M. Segal, ibid. 3-17.
21 The distinction between literal and imaginativedeixis made by Biihler (above, n. 5)
raises questions about the referent for these pronouns:do they have a double reference,
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Some deictic forms were studied by Bundy and others as conventions of the epinician genre. Such expressions as ical v6v, "indeed
now," or viv 6~, "and now," regularly function as "shifters" from
mythic time to the epinician here and now.22Occasionally,in the odes,
these regular epinician features-which characterizeAttic oratory as
well-also appearin myth, which then acquiresan epinician hue. Inasmuch as Bundy emphasizesrhetoricand occasion, he is workingwithin
a performanceframework.23His functionalmodel, which privileges the
live audiencepresentat the ode's firstperformance,needs to be complicated and expanded, however, as the interpretivefocus shifts to the
impact of the ode on variousaudiences,includingboth "re-performance
audiences"and "posterity."24
Deictics lend poetry a dynamic quality. Not only do they attract
attentionand contributevividness (a sense of visual presence), but they
situate audiences in space and time. Indeed, no one hearing them can
easily refrain from imaginatively traveling along the pathways which
they designate:they contributeto a poetic enchantment,or 0Xgjt;, that
dependingon their intendedaudience?Can instances of "ambiguity"be clarifiedthrough
considerationof audienceand poetic function?
22Cf. S. C. Caton, "The Importance of Reflexive Language in George H. Mead's
Theory of Self and Communication,"in Reflexive Language: Reported Speech and
Metapragmatics,ed. J. A. Lucy (Cambridge1993) 330: "the 'shifter' is a categorywhich
refers to or picks out some entity in the real world, whose reference necessarily 'shifts'
accordingto the speakerwho is using that particularcategoryin his her or discourse."On
shifters, see also R. Jakobson, "Shifters, Verbal Categories, and the Russian Verb,"in
Selected WritingsII: Wordand Language (The Hague 1971) 130-147 and M. Silverstein,
"Shifters,Linguistic Categories, and CulturalDescription,"in Meaning and Anthropology, ed. K. H. Basso and H. A. Selby (Albuquerque 1976) 11-55. On pronouns as
shifters,the locus classicus is Benveniste (above, n. 12) 217-222 ("Onthe Natureof Pronouns"):first and second person are "empty"signs that are non-referentialwith respect to
"reality"and that become "full" only in a speaker'sdiscourse. On how an epic or lyric
poet may specify the meaning of "I"in the context of the enunciationand clarify the relation between the utteredenunciationand the real historicalcircumstances,see C. Calame,
The Craftof Poetic Speech in Ancient Greece, trans.J. Orion (Ithaca 1995) 3-57.
23On performancetheory, see especially the work of D. Hymes, "Breakthroughinto
Performance,"in Folklore: Performanceand Communication,ed. D. Ben-Amos and K.
Goldstein (The Hague 1975) 11-74; R. Bauman, VerbalArt as Performance(Prospect
Heights, IL 1977); and R. Bauman and C. Briggs, "Poetics and performanceas critical
perspectives on language and social life," Annual Review of Anthropology 19 (1990)
59-88, with extensive references.
24On "re-performance,"see C. J. Herington, Poetry into Drama: Early Tragedyand
the GreekPoetic Tradition(Berkeley 1985) 28 and 48-50.
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is impossible to resist. Reimaginingthe circumstancesof the first utterance or first performance,partly on the basis of a study of the deictic
language that points to that event, enriches our own capacity,as remote
readers today, to undertake the vicarious travel that Pindaric poetry
both demandsand makes possible.
How can the presence of deictic forms that continue to express their
presupposedcontextualizationhelp us to visualize a plausible historical
scenario for the performed,multimediaepinician event? The music and
choreography,now vanished, cannot be reconstructed.Nevertheless, as
West puts it,
We can claim knowledge of the rhythmsof ancient music because
there is good reason to believe that they are reflected with reasonable fidelity in the metres of those verse texts which we know to
have been sung (and in many cases danced).The metres are quantitative, based on patterns of long and short syllables which must
correspond to patterns of long and short notes. The repetitive
nature of these patternsusually makes their rhythmicalcharacter
obvious; and when we find them built up into extended complex
sequences which are repeated entire from one strophe to another,
this can only be understoodas a discipline imposed by the rhythm
of music that was itself repeated.25
A full performanceanalysis of a victory ode would involve sketching out the location of each player, among them the poet-creatorand
the choreographer(probablyoften one and the same person) and either
the poet-performeror the solo or choral performers.Using a performance theory approach,but in the absence of external contemporaneous documentation,we may entertainin turn several possible kinds of
performanceand, for each, evaluatethe imagined impact on firstperformance audiences, paying special attention to the elusive deictic pronouns "I" and "you." Given our insubstantialevidence, it is best to
envision multiple, hypotheticalperformancescenarios, evaluatingeach
for its imagined efficacy and aestheticpower.
One question about the re-imagined first performanceis who was
actually performing each ode. I list below all the options that seem
25 M. L.
West, GreekMusic (Oxford 1992) 130. W. Mullen, Choreia: Pindar and the
Dance (Princeton1982), attemptsto re-imaginethe choreographyon the basis of the metrical forms of strophe,antistrophe,and epode.
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remotely possible to me. In each case, the performer(s)may impersonate the poet at the moment of poetic composition, thus mimetically
enacting his part.26
1).
2).
3).
4).
5).

Pindarperformssolo (sg.)
A surrogateperformssolo (sg.)
Pindar,as chorusleader,leads a trainedchorus (sg./pl.)
A surrogate,as chorusleader,leads a trainedchorus(sg./pl.)
A chorusperforms(with no leader)(pl.)

Within a performanceby any of the above,
two kinds of
kiy, expresses
signification.It is a "shifting"indexical sign of whoever (sg. or pl.) is
performing (speaking), based on contiguity between sign and object;
but it refers iconically to a (sg.) author"thenand there"being treatedas
if he were the performer"here and now,"based on similarity.27Since
is doubly indexical and iconic, it has a "plenitude"of meanings
E•,y
and resists being stripped of any of its dimensions, even in
performance.28Hence the ongoing debate aboutwho is performingcannot be resolved by determiningthe referenceof firstperson pronouns.29
To avoid committing myself to one or anotherreferent,I use the term
26For a discussion of mimesis as "reenactment"or

"impersonation,"see G. Nagy, Pindar's Homer: The Lyric Possession of an Epic Past (Baltimore 1990), especially 42-45.
In his "Genreand Occasion,"Mitis 9-10 (1994-1995) 11-25 Nagy treats occasion as a
kind of performativeframe-an "absolutizedoccasion that cannot be duplicatedby any
single actualoccasion."
27In semiotic terms, the pronounrefersindexically (as a dicent) to the performer(s)but
produces an iconic linkage (= iconic rheme) between performerand original author(but
only as a semiotic construction).For a presentationof these Peirceanterms, see Parmentier (above, n. 4) 3-22, especially 16-18.
28 See Silverstein (above, n. 22) 11-55; also G. Urban, "Entextualization,Replication,
and Power,"in Natural Histories of Discourse, ed. M. Silverstein and G. Urban(Chicago
1996) 21-44.
29Because of theirplenitude,first- and second-personpronounsdo not providereliable
clues as to the whereaboutsof Pindar,nor do they reveal whetherthe performanceis solo
or choral. Like other deictic constructions,they can refer literally and indexically to the
performerand his interlocutor,or figurativelyand iconically to entities being impersonated by that speaking subject. Impersonationmay occur in epinician choral poetry as it
does, greatly expandedwith masks and costumes, in Greek tragedy.See H. Bacon, "The
Chorusin GreekLife and Drama,"Arion 3 (1994/1995) 6-24; G. Nagy, "Transformations
of Choral Lyric Traditions in the Context of Athenian State Theater,"Arion 3
(1994/1995) 41-55; and C. Calame, "FromChoralPoetry to Tragic Stasimon:The Enactment of Women's Song,"Arion 3 (1994/1995) 136-154. In epinicianpoetry as in tragedy,
the audience would experiencethe chorally performedfirst person pronounas polysemic.
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epinician speaker(speaker,for short) throughoutthis essay to designate
the ikycof primarynarrative.
As for any "numberdiscrepancy"in cases 3-5 above, this is, in my
view, a non-problem. A chorus of singers, literally plural, can
metaphoricallyimpersonatethe creatorof its lyrics, crossing a number
boundary as well as a spatio-temporalone. Indeed such boundarycrossing seems to be an epinician convention. Once this premise is
granted, then the argument in favor of solo performance crumbles:
points scored on both sides of the controversyas to whether the odes
were performedsolo or by a chorus pertainonly to the iconic (and not
the indexical) referent for the first-personpronouns. Such first-person
pronounsthus do not necessarily illuminate a particularenactmenttaking place. Scholars who try to pin these deictics down overlook the
widespreadpracticeof tropingpersonalpronounsfor poetic effect.30
30
Herington,Poetry into Drama 27-31 and 181-191, reviews the textual evidence in
the epinicia having to do with performance.Arguing for solo performance,based on the
use of pronouns and of the word ICtog; (ratherthan Xop6;) to designate the ensemble
that celebrates the victory, are: M. R. Lefkowitz, "T aicei&yc:The First Person in Pindar,"HSCP 67 (1963) 177-253, "Who Sang Pindar's Victory Odes?,"AJP 109 (1988)
1-11 (revised and reprintedin First-PersonFictions: Pindar's Poetic "I" [Oxford 1991]
173-191), and "The First Person in Pindar Reconsidered-Again," BICS 40 (1995)
139-150; M. Heath, "Receiving the xKLog;:The Context and Performanceof the Epinician,"AJP 109 (1988) 180-195; and M. Heath and M. R. Lefkowitz, "EpinicianPerformance,"CP 86 (1991) 173-191. Rebuttalsof their thesis come from C. Carey,"The Performance of the Victory Ode,"AJP 110 (1989) 545-565 and "The Victory Ode in Performance: The Case for the Chorus,"CP 86 (1991) 192-200; A. P. Burnett, "Performing
Pindar's Odes," CP 84 (1989) 283-293; K. A. Morgan, "Pindarthe Professional and the
Rhetoric of the
CP 88 (1993) 1-15; and G. B. D'Alessio, "First-PersonProbK•xog;,"
lems in Pindar,"
BICS 39 (1994) 117-139. Lefkowitz, even in her 1995 response to
D'Alessio's importantcritique, does not allow for fictional and poetic possibilities of
first- and second-personpronouns(nor for figurativeor conventionaluse of comiastic language). Compelling points on this topic are made by Bacon (above, n. 29) 6-24, who
cites parallels from other cultures to illustrate the fluidity of singular for plural, and by
Nagy, "Genre and Occasion," 11-25, who posits a "re-enactingI" (in place of either an
"autobiographicalI" or a "fictionalI"): "thetypical Pindaricvictory song can overload,as
it were, referencesto its own occasion, so that all the given self-referencescould not possibly fit any one time and any one place of performance."Nagy's diachronicformulation
allows for a chorus to re-enact the solo role of the laudator as well as a group role, "in
which case the 'I' plays the part of an exuberantensemble of spontaneouslycelebrating
youths, a k6mos."On number as a function of mimesis and of generic conventions for
choral tragic lyric, see M. Kaimio, The Chorus of Greek Drama within the Light of the
Persona and Number Used (Helsinki 1970 [CommentationesHumanarumLitterarum
46]) 9-17.
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If anyone other than Pindarperformedan ode, then the whereabouts
of the flesh-and-blood Pindar matters too: was he in the audience?
seated or standing?Was he lurking"behindthe scenes" aroundthe performance arena?Was he back in Thebes, not having accompaniedhis
ode to its destination?
What aboutthe firstperformanceaudience?Wherewas it situated,in
relationto the performance?Were all the spectatorsseated in an orderly
fashion, like an audienceat tragedyaroundthe orchestraof a formaloutdoortheater,or did they sit on the ground?Did some of them standon the
margins,like those who watcha parade,or were they milling aboutas at a
festival or seated indoors arounda banquettable in the tyrant'spalace?
(Whatwas in theirline of vision, as they experiencedthe performanceof
the ode? How many of them had been to Olympiaor Delphi, Nemea or
the Isthmus?How manyhad witnessedtheircompatriot'svictory?) Were
they a large or small audience?Werethey relativesand friends,and were
strangersalso present?Were they female as well as male? Were they of
all ages? Werethey silent andrespectfulor rowdyandintrusive?Did they
arrivein time and stay for the whole performance,which, in the case of
Pythian4, the longest ode, might have lasted approximately45 minutes,
but, for most other odes, perhapsone-thirdor one-half that time? These
questions are worth raising if only to encourageus to imagine a more
stimulatingand detailed performance-contextthan a "cold"reading of
the remnant-textwould ever allow.
PYTHIAN4
Pindar'sfourthPythian, which celebratesthe victory of Arcesilas in
the chariotrace of 462 B.C.E.,opens with the epinician speaker'sinjunction to ae, "you," to "stand beside a dear man" as he celebrates the
Mcfogoat Cyrene. The referent of the deictic second-person singular
pronoun is not immediately intelligible; it might designate Arcesilas,
the land Cyrene, you singular (in the audience), the Muse, or another
entity addressedas a source of inspiration.Similarly, the combination
"you beside a dear man" could point to Arcesilas beside Damophilus,
the land Cyrene beside Arcesilas, the Muse beside Arcesilas, the Muse
beside Damophilus, or other pairs. By line 2, with the phrase "king of
equestrian Cyrene," following the infinitive at&tixEv,"to stand," the
identity of the "dearman" is disambiguatedand assigned to Arcesilas,
who is thus disqualifiedas ae. At the beginning of line 3, e, stripped
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of its plenitude, is reduced to Moiaa, the Muse, whom the speaker
obligates to standbeside the Cyreneanking.
The ode ends with a plea for reconciliationbetween the Cyreneans
and an aristocraticcompatriot,Damophilus, who had been exiled from
Cyrene during a period of political unrest.31His anticipated return
absorbsthe generic motifs of departureand return,as the victor Arcesilas, already back from Delphi and thus in a position to reintegratethe
exile, anomalously assumes the role of welcomer. The last two triads
focus not on reintegratingArcesilas into the community but ratheron
his taking the initiative to heal the rift with and welcome home
Damophilus. Thus the ode functions at least doubly, as a contribution
to the ongoing victory celebrationin Cyrene and as a petition from the
exile Damophilus, that Arcesilas grant him amnesty and allow him to
returnto his native land.32A thirdand relatedfunction, as I shall argue,
is to win over the Cyreneancompatriotsof the exile, who should, like
their monarch,exhibit wisdom and help him do the right thing.
Scholars invariablysituate the performanceof Pythian 4 at Arcesilas' palace in Cyrene, during a banquetor festival celebratinghis chariot victory.33Its audience might consist of relatives and retainersof the
31 See Hdt. 4.162-67; F. Chamoux,
Cyrene sous la monarchie des Battiades (Paris
1952) 144-201, and B. K. Braswell, A Commentaryon the FourthPythian Ode of Pindar
(Berlin 1988). For an analysis of the foundation stories of Cyrene, told from diverse
(Cyreneanand Theran)perspectivesand with divergentpurposes,see R. Osborne,Greece
in the Making: 1200-479 BC (London 1996) 8-17.
32 Some scholars (e.g., P. Giannini,"Interpretazione
della Pitica 4 di Pindaro,"QUCC
NS. 31 [1979] 35-63) argue that, since Pythian 4 celebrates the very same victory as
Pythian 5, its encomiastic function is superfluousand hence subordinateto other functions, such as legitimating the Cyrenean kingship or restoring Damophilus, the exiled
aristocrat.The appeal to restore the exile does emerge as the dominantfunction by the
end of the ode, which begins at a festival celebratingthe victor. The encomiastic function
never disappearsaltogether,but it leads into and even becomes the basis for the rhetorical
appeal for clemency. See C. Carey,"The Epilogue of Pindar'sFourthPythian,"Maia 32
(1980) 143-152, who seeks to explain why the plea for the recall of Damophilusis substituted for praise. He sees Pindar as having skillfully adaptedthe generic convention
(praise) to an unusual situationboth because a direct statementis flat, whereas a plea has
life and tension, and because the requestform avoids the appearanceof servility.
33Cf. B. Gildersleeve, Pindar, The Olympian and Pythian Odes (New York 1885)
278-281; C. M. Bowra, Pindar (Oxford 1964) 139-140, 397-398; Giannini (above,
n. 32) 35-63; C. Segal, Pindar's Mythmaking:The FourthPythian Ode (Princeton 1986)
12-14; and C. Calame, "Narratingthe Foundations of a City: The Symbolic Birth of
Cyrene,"in Approachesto GreekMyth,ed. L. Edmunds(Baltimore 1990) 277-341, especially 278. If the first performancewere anywherebut at the victor's homeland,the opening and closing deictic would make no sense.
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victoriousking and possibly additionaltownsfolk as well. The occasion
would be primarilyfor aristocrats,with servantsperhapspresent on the
fringes.
The deictic vocabularythat opens and closes the ode points literally
to Cyrene,the victor's homelandin North Africa, as the site of firstperformance. This literal deixis collaborates with Cyreneanplace names
and propernames to set the geographicalboundariesfor the ode: within
this frame, the first-performanceaudience would experience "as-if"'
journeys away from and ultimately back to their hometown, as they
accompany traveling subjects on their journeys. When the traveler is
the pathwayof song becomes theirpathwayas well.34
Fy~O,
The deictic adverb oatgepov which opens the ode emphatically
locates the time as "today."The first three lines refer to the K'go; at
Cyrene, especially the presentparticipleK~ogdcovrt,modifying the victor Arcesilas.35Then, as early in the poem as line 4, a deictic shift takes
place-from the originallocus at Cyreneto Delphi-site of the Delphic
oracle and, not incidently, of the Pythian Games. The Cyreneanscelebratingthe victory at Cyrenetravelimaginativelyto Delphi (4-11 b):
veOanor'

At•;

d~pe8po;

aieF-rv
Xpu'aov
oIU d&Ino06dgou
Jpea
'Ant6Xkovog•UXovro;g

Xpijoev
iappnop6pouAtpiag;, iep&vv
oiKtat•pa Bc&irov
eua6pga'tov
v&aov (;ijS6r1Xtnv KriCtaEtEsv

Ev
nrTktv apytvuvztgaaor(o
34 See especially Kurke, Trafficin Praise 22 ff., who, instead of identifying and label-

ing the differentroads, as in O. Becker, Das Bild des Wegesund verwandteVorstellungen
im friihgriechischenDenken (Berlin 1937 [Hermes Einzelschriften4]) 54-100, seeks to
establish "the landscapethey occupy and the circuit they trace."Kurkeexamines Pindar's
poetic paths as a single system and asks where these paths lead. A. Thornton,Homer's
Iliad: Its Composition and the Motif of Supplication (Gottingen 1984 [Hypomnemata
81]) 149, ascribes a dynamic dimensionto oEigo;:"'path' implies 'moving along it' "; see
P. Giannisi, "Chantet Cheminementen Gr&ceArchaique,"QS 46 (1997) 133-141, for a
full discussion of this term. Cf. also D. Steiner, The Crown of Song (London 1985)
76-86: "Thepoet is the man who lays down the road along which he travels, creatingan
actual path of words" (78) and "The poet's task is to repeat the athlete's course, and to
follow in his track"(79).
35On the convention,in the victory songs of Pindar,"which allows the khoros or chorus, an ensemble of performers who ostensibly sing and dance such a song, to be
describedas a kbmos, an ensemble of revelers,"see Nagy, "Genreand Occasion"22. He
is responding to the controversy inauguratedby Heath, "Receiving the Kijogo;," and
Heathand Lefkowitz, "EpinicianPerformance"(see note 30 above for othercitations).
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where once, when Apollo happenednot to be away from his land,
the priestess, seated beside the golden eagles of Zeus,
propheticallydeclaredBattus the founderof fruit-bearingLibya,
saying that now, leaving the holy island [Thera],he would found
a city of lovely chariotson the shiny breastof land
and bring to completion in the seventeenthgeneration
Medea's propheticutteranceat Thera,which once
the divine child of Aeetes breathedforthfrom
her immortalmouth, the mistress of the Colchians.
The relative adverbial locative "where" (EvOa) and the indefinite
adverb"once"(to-re) of line 4 create the space for the first deictic shift,
"seated beside," which locates the
while the adjectival
•adpe8pog,
Zeus'
at
beside
eagles, drawsthe Cyreneanlisteners, if
priestess Delphi
to
that
very spot.36
fleetingly,
Mention of the "prophetic utterance at Thera" (10, xog; ...
eOipatov) ushers in a second deictic shift that brings the Cyreneans
instantaneously to Thera, alongside Medea and her sailor-audience.
Postponementof the modifierOijpatov until after the temporalphrase
("in the seventeenthgeneration"),so that it is separatedfrom the noun
it modifies, Txog;,gives emphasis to the new location. The relative
"which"(r6) and the indefiniteadverb"once"(nor-E)of line 10b create
space for the second deictic shift, from Delphi to Thera.In Thera,with
the sailors, the Cyreneans "hear"Medea utter her prophecy about the
futurefounding of their city.
These two successive deictic shifts entail fictive dislocations in time
as well as space. The first, from Cyrene to Delphi, takes the Cyreneans
from "today"(1, aig?Epov)back to the time of Battus;the second, from
Delphi to Thera, takes them further back, to the age of the heroic
36 Cf. how,
by addressingthe Muse, the speaker first invokes her presence at the victory celebration and then situates her right beside the victor (nap'
<pih, 1) in
&vp•,
Cyrene. Thus he simultaneouslylocates his ode at the occasion. (On this
gesture as a traditional appeal for poetic inspiration, see B. Gentili et al., Pindaro: Le Pitiche [Rome
1995] 426.)
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Argonauts,among them Euphamus.In both cases, the indefinite adverb
norEopposes past time, "once,"to the realisticpresentof "today."37
The speakerintroducesMedea's speech by reportinghow Apollo's
priestess once prophesied to Battus that, leaving the holy island of
The efferent
Thera, he would found a city (7, 0; ii1'8 ...
ic•aaGetev).
participle Xtniv, "leaving,"re-locates Battus at his homeland, from
which he is to embarkon his colonizing venture after he returnsfrom
his pilgrimage to Delphi. The speaker elides that return, creating an
empty narrativeslot, to be filled in some sense by the Cyreneans'vicarious journey with the Argonautsto Thera.38Such narrativeellipsis, in
conjunctionwith deixis, involves the listeners in constructingmeaning.
Medea's Speech (14-56)
Medea's speech takes place on Therain mythic time (nore, "once"),
sixteen generations before Battus' departureto found Cyrene (9-10).
Her addresseesare "thehalf-divine sailors of the spearmanJason"(12),
who cowered motionless, in silence, after listening to her wise counsel
(57-58).
Frequently,in her forty-three-linespeech, Medea engages the Argonauts at Therathroughher use of deictics. She employs the demonstrative deictic Oii8 ("thishere, this before you, this present")three times to
designate the island on which they stand and KEivnl("thatthere")once
to designate the distant Cyrene; perhapswe are to imagine her gesturing as she speaks. In the firstoccurrenceof the deictic demonstrative,at
line 14, Medea foretells that one day (future nto-E)"from this seawashed land here (t&6o'
a
.... y&g), Cyrene will have
&',tnda•ro

37 On cosmogonic or mythic time as the illud tempusin which the world has first come

into existence, see M. Eliade, Cosmos and History or The Myth of the Eternal Return,
trans. W. R. Trask (Princeton 1954) 68-113, especially 80-91. He proposes that almost
all rituals invoke the mythical beginning, the mythical illud tempus,when the world was
not yet made.
38 A similar jumping of levels occurs in the opening lines of Py. 9: 8to•innolo
aTcepdxvogaKupdva;, "garlandof chariot-drivingCyrene,"in apposition with Xlhtiov
xivSpa (4), functions not only as a figure of speech but also as a narrativeunit; it gives
closure, proleptically,to the otherwise unfinishednarrativeof Cyrene's bouts with wild
animals. Telesicrates, in that ode, is Cyrene's metaphoric victory-prize; see N. Felson
(titled under N. F. Rubin), "NarrativeStructurein Pindar'sNinth Pythian Ode," CW 71
(1978) 365.
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In the second, she
implantedin her the root of cities dear to mortals."'39
describesthe wanderingsof the clod of earth(38-41) down to its arrival
at Thera (42): "even now (micavuv) it has washed ashore at this island
here (Ev r6a' ...
She also uses verbs having a deictic orientavgiao)."
tion first to situate
the Argonauts in Libya and then to chart the
movement of the clod of Libyan earth with reference to Thera, where
they all stand. Thus the Argonautsfirst imaginatively relive their own
recent literal sojourn at Libya (20-37), where Euphamusreceives the
clod; then, as the clod travels, they experience its arrival"even now"
(42) as if it were their own arrivalat Thera,which is never told.
Medea's use of proximal deictics situates the Cyrenean listeners
imaginativelyat their mother city. Remarkably,this trope enables them
to re-experiencetheir own foundation-as it were, their own insemination-in the very place where it all began. The seminal clod is the
undying seed that will bring about future Cyreneangenerations:where
it lands determineswho will be obligated to returnit to Libya, colonize
Cyrene, and establishes the royal line.40Euphamus'union at sea with a
woman of Lemnos (50-53 and 251-256) accomplishes, on a human
plane, what the clod's destiny predictsor mandateson the divine.
For both the Argonautsand Pindar'sCyreneanaudience,the relative
r6v ntorE(20) initiates a deictic shift to the place where and the time
when Euphamus received his gift-"that bird of omen" (19, iceivo;
ipvtg), the clod of Libyan earth. Fronting the locative prepositional
phraseTptrovit8o; v npoxoat; Xiva; reinforcesthe shift,41while the
conative present participle at line 21 (6tS6vrt) makes the vignette all
the more vivid. The Cyreneans experience the gift exchange as it is
39 The adverbialnote occurs five times in speaker's discourse (4, 10, 152, 266, 293),
four in Medea's speech (14, 20, 46, 53). It can refer to the indefinitepast (4, 10, 20, 46,
152) or the remote or hypotheticalfuture(14, 53, 266, 293).
40 See Braswell, A Commentary(ad loc. 21-22), for other occurrencesof the motif of
receiving a clod of earth (pXicaKa)as a symbol of sovereignty over the land. At lines
42-43, Medea conflates the clod with the undying seed (qp0ittov ... oaipgpa) of Battus.
Later, in primary discourse, the clod is again called airnpgja(255), and the ensuing
phrase--yvo; E-pd6goi peuev-O'v(256, "the planted race of Euphamus")-sustains the
imagery of fertility and birth; see C. Segal, Pindar's Mythmaking68-71, on parallels
between marriageand agriculturein the ode. On the metaphoricallink in Greek society
between agriculturalproduction,foundationof a family and the developmentof civic life,
see Calame (above, n. 33) 288-291, and on autochthony292-294.
41Fronted locative adverbials often introduce deictic verbs of motion and shift the
"where"of the deictic center;see Bruderin Deixis in Narrative(above, n. 7) 246-248.
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happening, on Libyan soil, to their ancestor.The afferent&al-r' (23),
repeatedby 8Ea-ro (37b), roundsoff the clause and sustainsthe deictic
shift to Libya, long ago.42
In the extended past counterfactualof lines 43-49 Medea spells out
an alternative foundation story-a Lacedaemonianinsemination and
colonization of Cyrene as a hypotheticalalternativeto what in fact took
place.43Bracketing it, as a digression, allows the deictic expressions
e ... v&oov
ti v )v vv&6' ... vcion (42) and viv ye gv
v'6 ...
(50-52) to merge: both designate a single "when"and "where"in the
story, namely, now at Thera. Medea urges the sailors to think of Thera
now as the critical place and time, when Euphamuswill inseminatethe
Cyreneandynasty and his descendant,Battus, will bring to completion
Medea's prophetic word. Today, the Argonauts' predicted future has
alreadybecome Cyreneanhistory.
As Medea's speech concludes (56) and the Argonautsreact in silent
wonder (57-58), the speaker closes the ring opened at lines 4-10 (cf.
60, Xprlag6S;,and 6, XpfaGev)by apostrophizingBattus (59, "o blessed
son of Polymastus") as he whom the Delphic priestess (6b, iepc&v)

in her prophecy.In his suddenintimacywith
raisedup ('5peo6aev)
Battus the speakerimpersonatesthe priestess even as he interpretsher
message for Cyrene's "future"founder. This in turn suggests that the
42

Like English "receive"and French"reqevoir,"6Xog(at is always afferent.It appears
at line 128 for
in the aorist at lines 23 and 37b and as an epic aorist participle,
8typevog,
Jason welcoming his relatives.
On the arrivalmotif as a conventionalfeatureof the epinician genre, see Bundy, Studia Pindarica: "the 'arrival' motive.... brings the song, or a divine projection of the
song, to the scene of the celebration"(23) and "The arrivalmotive always refers to the
arrivalof the currentsong at its contractualdestinationor in imaginationat some scene
invokedby the song itself in pursuanceof its Xpiog"(27).
43Dismissing this unrealizedtale, Medea predictswhat will occur, now thatthe clod of
earth has in fact washed up on "this island here" (r&v•e ... v&~ov) of Thera:"As it is
(viv ye gv), Euphamus will found a choice race in the beds of foreign (Lemnian)
women, who in honor towardthe gods, having come ('X06vreg) to this island here, will
bear a mortal(Battus)as masterof the dark-cloudedplains."The afferentaoristparticiple,
"havingcome," presupposesan origo at Thera,where the Argonautsliterally hearMedea
speak and where Pindar'saudience imaginativelystand as auditors.Medea's use of Kaic
vwv (42) and viv ye gv (50) in conjunctionwith the deictic ii"8 dramatizesinsemination
as the transformingevent-an analogue of the victory; it also lends her account of the
voyage of the clod a distinctly epinician tonality.Normally,Pindarreserves such deictics
for the victory itself, and especially for the moment when he resumes the task of praising
the victor.
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priestess is still addressingBattus at Delphi up until the apostrophei.e., throughoutMedea's speech! Indeed,the anaphoricro6lro of line 59
("in this speech") makes this retrospectivelyclear, since it designates
all that precedes (from lines 4-58) and follows (61-63) as the X6yo; of
the priestess. Even though the use of oratio recta for Medea's speech
made it feel only one level removed from the external auditors, the
Cyreneanscan now understandthe speech as part of what the priestess
said in Delphi to their founderand first king. Moreover,adding another
layer of audience, Battus at Delphi, to those overhearingthe word spoken by Medea to the Argonautsat Thera,means that, alreadybefore his
voyage, Battus has imaginatively traveled to Libya and that his colonization of Cyrene in Libya is indeed itself a return.But has the poem,
once Medea's tale concludes, returnedPindar'saudience to the victor's
homeland, and do the activities of lines 59-67, from the apostropheto
the beginning of the Argonautica,take place there? Where, in particular, does the speaker'sdialogue with Battus occur?
Two locations lay claim to the exchange between the speaker and
Battus, which replicatesin speech structurethe oracularsession at Delphi. The apostropheat line 59 and the twice repeated second person
address (aE in lines 59 and 61) promote the illusion that the speakeris
right at Delphi addressingBattus (before his voyage to found Cyrene)
at the same time that he is literally performing at Cyrene, perhaps
invoking Battus at his very grave on Battus Street.44The speaker"resurrects"Battus, so to speak, at the first performanceby hailing him as
the one whom the Delphic priestess raised up. Again, he makes the session at Delphi so vividly presentbefore his Cyreneanaudiencethat they
virtually witness the earlier exchange, when Battus asked the Delphic
Bee, "Whatrequital will there be from the gods for my stammering?"
(63) and she replied, "I bid you three times 'Hail!' and make you manifest as destined king of Cyrene"(61-62). Her designation of Battus as
the future king of Cyrene, echoing Eslionof pa•ytfiif Kupivva; (2),
which referred to King Arcesilas, aligns past and current monarchs,
ancestorand descendant.
The epinician ical viv, "and now,"effects a deictic shift to present
time and to the topic of the victor and his Pythianvictory (64-67):

44 On Battus' grave and Battus Street in historical Cyrene, see E. Krummen,Pyrsos
Hymnon(Berlin 1990) 98-151, especially 100-102.
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And now, as if in the peak of crimson-floweringspring,
Arcesilas, eighth descendant,flourishesfor Battus' line.
To him, from those who dwell around,Apollo and Pytho gave
glory
for his chariotrace.
As the poem shuttles back and forth between Battus' Delphi and
Arcesilas' (and Battus') Cyrene, some skillful blending of place is
clearly underway.At line 63, Battus is at Delphi petitioningthe priestess, and only in the ensuing line does the theme revertto Cyrene, where
Arcesilas flourishes as the eighth in the line of sons. Subsequentlines
(66-67) reinforce the coalescence of place: the K,'8o; that Apollo and
Pytho gave Arcesilas at Delphi (namely, victory at the Pythian Games)
not only resembles but even re-enacts the oracle that Apollo and his
... Hu-I0ovi
priestess once gave Battus, also at Delphi
(AtroiSatttv
3). Mythic (or heroic) time absorbsthe here-and-now;the sacred
&[E],
place, Delphi, envelops Cyrene.45In the last lines of the epode, the
speaker offers the Muses (now plural) his double theme of Arcesilas
(ac•66v, 67) and the golden fleece, in pursuit of which the Argonauts
will win god-sent honors, in part, through this poem. Moreover,their
story, the Argonautica,will enhance and embellish Arcesilas' exploits
in turn. As the ode embarkson an Argonauticvoyage of its own, the
need for a fair breeze of songs (oupo; iuiyvov, 3) from the Muse
becomes transparent.
Argonautica(70-246, 249-250)
The central myth of the poem is especially rich in deictic shifts
through scenes of arrivaland departure.46After the geographicalshift
45 See B. van Groningen,In the Grip of the Past (Leiden 1953) 93-108, on two ancient
Greek conceptions of the past: simple historical and mythical. In mythic time, an event
"remainsas it has become" (98) and events neverrepeatthemselves (96: "Daphne'smetamorphosis is unique");moreover,there is no tie to historical sequence. In historic time,
however,events occur in their right orderin an uninterruptedsequence (as an actual seed
leads, again and again, to the productionof a laureltree).
46 Told in
primarynarrationand including several representedspeeches, this central
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to Colchis for the encounter between Jason and Medea, Pindar introduces a sharpdeictic shift with Aphrodite'sbringingof the wryneck to
humankind(213-217):
n6tvxta6' 0Udcrov
6
Wcxwov
rotxci'%av
i•yyxa tstpdicva(xov O~iuRn668v
a i•i•p
•v &2•z •atp
pvtv
Knrpoyveta
pp•pev
g(atvd8'
oEdgE'inaoti&xgK6it6Sdavoe pov
np orov &v6p(notot
AiovitSav
And the mistress of the swiftest darts,Cyprogeneia,
from Olympus yoking the dappledwryneck,four-spoked,
to an indissoluble wheel, firstbroughtthe humanrace
the maddeningbird and she taughtto be wise in supplicatory
charms
the son of Aeson.
The afferent ppepv sustains the shift to Colchis, the locus of Jason's
two "athletic" labors and the place to which the love goddess first
broughther gift.47But Pindar,with an epinician twist, shapes the innovation so that it both anticipatesand reduplicatesthe goddess' other gift
to Jason of "supplicatory charms" (217). As Chiron guided Jason
throughhis childhood up to his maturation,now Aphroditetakes over
myth exhibits deixis that is not static but dynamic. The action begins at Iolcus, which
remains the deictic center until the Argonauts, having assembled there, depart for
Colchis. Afferent verbs describe successive arrivals,as the deictic center shifts (at Iolcus)
from the marketplace(where Pelias and Jason converse) to Aeson's halls (where Jason
entertains his kinsmen) to Pelias' palace (where the second exchange of speeches
between Jason and Pelias takes place). Finally, the Argonautsarriveand assemble at the
Iolcan shores, where Jason receives a favorableomen from Zeus. Duringthe arrivalsfirst
of Jason's kinsmen and then the Argonauts,as individuals departfrom or are sent away
from distant locations to Iolcus, the deictic center shifts fleetingly to their site of departure (with the imperfectverbs expressing the internalexperience usually of a parentsending off his son[s]), only to returnonce more to Iolcus.
47 A shift of temporal and spatial perspectiveis implicit in the notion of bringing the
"first"gift from Olympus to all of humankind;this introducesthe topos of the inventor
(npit&og
;EspFrig;) and teacher (t&6ocakog;), as in the case of Prometheus' gifts to
humankindin Hes. Theog. 535-557 and Aesch. PV 437-471. At Py. 4.102, using similar
language, Jason identifies the centaur Chiron as the source of his education:
Iagi•t
,av Xiplovo; oi'otv.
8t6ioca•
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and instructshim in the wooing of Medea,48teaching him to be clever,
even poetic (@o(p6v).It is as if the bird, caught and tamed, prefigures
Medea's eros, which Jason will tame and channel to his own ends.49
Cyprogeneia,as Jason's Muse, teaches him how to use words to get the
desiredresults.
All this preparationleads up to the first contest-Jason's yoking of
the fire-breathingoxen and his ploughing of the field-an event which
the external Cyrenean audience most vividly "attends."50Along with
the Argonauts,they first watch Aeetes yoke the oxen, plough the field,
and demand that Jason do the same; then they witness Jason accomplishing this feat. When he succeeds, Aeetes is stunnedbut the Argonauts, as his audience, shower him with garlands and good cheer
(239-241), as if celebratingan athleticcontest at a ic&jgo;.Throughthis
scene, the Cyreneans get to witness a mythic triumph,at Colchis, in
lieu of their king's at Delphi, which (at least in the poem) they do not
"attend."Meanwhile, the actual retrievalof the golden fleece-Jason's
culminating feat-is left largely to their imagination, as the speaker
presentsit in summaryform.
The Cyreneanshave traveledto Iolcus (with young Jason) and on to
Colchis (with Jason and the Argonauts)in search of the golden fleece.
Finally, at line 250, they return to Cyrene. The figurative round-trip
experience offered to them re-enacts the literal round-tripjourney, or
"loop of v6ato;," taken by the real-life victor, King Arcesilas.51
Throughthe trope of the round-tripjourney the entire hometown audience metaphoricallyre-enacts the journey of Arcesilas to the Pythian
Games and back. Curiously, "return"(as a narrativeevent) is represented only by the anticipated return of the king's exiled rival, who
prays "someday to see his home" (293-294). Bringing Damophilus
home becomes a metaphoricstand-in,in this anomalousepinikion, for
the already completed return of Arcesilas and his charioteer, which
itself echoes the "return"of Battus, descendant of an Argonaut, to
48
Aphroditethe instructor(t6ac••kXil) seems to anticipatethe praeceptor amoris of
Latin elegiac poetry; she resembles Chironat Py. 9.38-51, who offers his advice (gfirtg)
to the infatuatedgod of prophecy.
49For competing interpretationsof the magic of the wryneck or iunx in Py. 4, see
Faraone(above, n. 2) and S. I. Johnston, "The Song of the lynx: Magic and Rhetoric in
Pythian 4," TAPA125 (1995) 177-206.
50Here Jason emulates his praeceptor amoris: as Cyprogeneiayoked the wryneck, so
he, fortifiedby Medea's drugs,yokes the oxen.
51Kurke,Trafficin Praise 15-34.
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found Cyrene. The poem implicates the Cyreneans in the decision to
bring Damophilus home, after allowing them to experience the royal
insemination and their city's colonization. In the end, this audience is
transformed(through a kind of aesthetic pedagogy) to a loftier plane.
And the victor's goods, including this epinikion, are shared with the
assembledcrowd of citizens.

Deictic Closure
The last two triadsof the ode, from line 247 to the end, illustratethe
principle of deixis in the service of rhetoricaland poetic argumentation.52After he returnshis Cyrenean audience to their homeland, the
speakerelicits their support,indirectlyand subtly,as he appealsto King
Arcesilas to bring Damophilus home. Their presence as an audience is
felt throughout his one-on-one address to Arcesilas and, because of
their previous and extensive "travels,"which replicate those of their
victorious king, they affiliate with him and occupy his subjectposition.
Using a variety of poetic ploys and strategies,in these final triads,the
speaker engages the Cyreneans,along with Arcesilas, on Damophilus'
behalf.
A "break-offformula"that interruptsthe narrativeof the Argonautic
venturereturnsthe Cyreneansabruptlyto Cyrene (247-248):
*
RlCKCXp6j
got vei~Ait icxt' x•oi4tt6v (px y&xp av6innrEtXCi "tvx
o
pXv

otgov

p
itaxjCRt

v nxxoi8o 6' iyr~CoC1oqpoc;ax
Etpot;.

It is long for me to travelthe roadby chariot;for time presses and
I know a certainshortcut.I lead many othersin the poetic art.
Naming the shortcutin fact performsit: from far-off Colchis south of
the CaucasusMountainsthe poet, and those he leads, returnwithin the
line to Cyrene in North Africa. At the same time, the choice of a word
52 Parmentier
(above, n. 4) 70-97 analyzes this very phenomenon, showing how the
context of a speech can lessen its political effectiveness. (In his example, a Belau chief
was forced to ask permission to get the floor, and his speech interrupteda meeting of
elders.) Pindar already has the floor, but if he caters too much to the local crowd, he
might put himself at a disadvantagewith later audiences, who do not have the same stake
in local details.
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otjio; that can also mean "the course or strainof song" calls attention
to the discourse structureof Pythian4.53And finally,in these two lines,
the speaker,qua poet, claims authorityfor himself as a leader. Thus
these verses simultaneouslyachieve three distinctenactments.
First-persondeictics in the break-off formula (jgot,i'"axt,
&yrqgat)
preparefor the apostropheto Arcesilas which the speakerdramatically
inserts when he resumes narrating the finale of the Argonautica
(249-250):
veRV-v •aZUKxOa
XitVE
Exvat ; rotiKot6v(Otov pitv,
M 8&eta vobvaxi, t&
v
ev
re
6'Ap
cxK
h•aeao

pov6v
"
,ealla,
By skill he killed the bright-eyed,dapple-backedserpent,
o Arcesilas, and he stole Medea, herself willing, murderessof
Pelias.
This prolepticmention of Pelias' murderand of Medea as its agent provides thematicclosure to the earlierunresolvedcombat over the Iolcan
kingship.54Jason's dangerousvoyage and pursuitof the golden fleece
were to have resolved that conflict, but Pelias must have reneged on his
promise to hand over the kingship upon Jason's return(165-166). The
inserted apostrophe,which (in the Greek) precedes the two rapid-fire
unaugmentedaorists (xctefveand xKyev) that tell how Jason "killed
the serpent and stole Medea," brings both the culminating events at
Colchis and the future murderof Pelias into the here and now of the
x•cog; takingplace o•atepov, "today."55
Manipulationof second personpronounscharacterizesthe portionof
the ode sandwichedbetween the first apostrophe(250) and the second
53 LSJ, s.v.
4. metaph.,
&ot8fig(pathwayof song), citing H. Merc. 451 and
otogo;
otiog;
this metaphor,see
Pi. 01. 9.47. (On
above, n. 34).
54See T. Gantz, Early Greek Myth: A Guide to Literary and Artistic Sources (Baltimore 1993) 365-368, for ancientaccountsof Medea's role in Pelias' death and of the dispute over the Iolcan throne.
55On the association of the aorist augmentin Homeric epic with aspect--in particular
with a sense of "temporaldeixis in which the idea of 'closer' or 'farther'is more important than that of 'past' and 'present',"thereis now a paperby E. J. Bakker,"HomericPerformance and the Deixis of Time and Space" (presented at CAMWS, April 1999). He
finds that the augmented aorist-statistically associated with similes and (less overwhelmingly) with character-speeches-suggests vividness more than time. This distinction may be helpful in refining my designation of deictic shifts in Py. 4, where unaugmentedaorists seem to dominateepic-style narratives.
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(298). Throughout,Arcesilas remains prominent, as the addressee of
"Ey6o."The intimate "I"-"you singular" exchange is sustained by a
series of second-personsingularimperatives(yv&00tviv at 263; •ko6t
at 276, and dt6pouv'at 278), one second-person singular indicative
(ioot at 270), and two second-person singular pronouns (tot = aot at
270, riv &8 at 275). Superimposedupon this dyadic relation is another
255 and iijgt, 259): the
one, between "I" and "you plural"
(6g•iEr~pa;
second-person plural adjective and pronoun designate all the Cyreneans, to whom Apollo once gave the plain of Libya. So on the one
hand, the speaker is simply telling Arcesilas and these gatheredCyreneans: "This is your history! This is how you got here!" At the same
time, he is using the twice elaboratedaetiology of Cyrene's foundation
as the platformfor his rhetoricalpitch for Arcesilas and the Cyreneans
to show clemency towardthe exile.
In a transitionalpassage (251-262) within the apostrophes,a sprinkling of distal deictic adverbs indicates distance from the origo at
Cyrene. These include the temporal adverbs tourct;g, "then" (255),
and t6Ot, "there,in that place" (256), ntotz, "once"+ aorist (258), and
the relative adverb
"from there, thence" (259), which refers to
the distant Kallista EvO•v,
(Thera), where Apollo gave Libya to the colonists
who would settle Cyrene. But these deictics are interspersedamong
first- and second-personpronouns, so that events distant in space and
time continue to invadethe presentoccasion (251-257):
EvI' 'QKFeavoGU
nicd yoot gyi v nr6vcoI' ?pl0p)o
t' OvEIt
O
Yvxvatiiv
&vpop6vowovAajvtiv
vOxio
Kci yuifv O'CEoi;inc&Ei4xvtoiXp1iv EaOT,0o;&'C(PI;,
ix
av
aouvEvvcaoOv. axi &X0o6wana;
airpg' &poiUpat;tourc(Kt; &Rc;r•vo;
b2PoU &5•axto
rFPxC;•pa
Jiotpit8ov
y vo; EUxijtcou
i
fl
v
r6ot
Otap vuxiTe;,
y7Xp
piyr•v0v Xotnr aiFi
On the expanses of Ocean and in the Red Sea
they mingled with the race of man-slayingLemnianwomen;
there indeed in trials of limbs they showed their skill
in combat for the prize of a cloak,
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and they slept with them. And in foreign fields at that time
the fated day or nights received the seed of your ray of
good fortune;
for there the race of Euphamus,planted,was establishedremaining
forever.

The frontedlocative prepositionalphrases ("on the expanses,"251, and
"in foreign furrows,"254-255) lead one to expect a deictic shift, but it
never takes place. Two deictic adverbs-,tolt6gt; ("at that time")
followed shortly by t6Ot ("there, in that place")-locate the seed's
reception at a distance from the here and now of the KCjogo;so do the
third-personplural verbs knreSE6i
avto and auve3vao0Ev, whose subremote
from
the
are
Cyrene now in place and time.
Argonauts,
jects,
Yet these forebearsplanted the seed (there) "of your ray of good fortune" (now) (3tv'ripa; &xctivvo;g
kpou, 255): the fated day or nights
received the seed of your line of kings. Throughthe use of
er~r•pag,
"your,"Battus and his history (which brought him to Cyrene) are
absorbedinto the presentoccasion. Curiously,the expressiontranslated
"remainingforever"is not deictic at all, but comes to markthe here and
now by force of the aetiological historywhich it culminates.
As the ode moves towardits conclusion, the speakerlinks up distant
events to the Cyreneof today's performance(257-262):
iac ACEat&tgxov
"Cv IXO•vZe;&vSpov
i~v
Xp6vp(
&n"ncholav
TnoTE
iieatv
Ka.aioayv
i8xnopEv Atxau ne.irov
v&oov iEv0Ev6' ijijtt Aaroidat
oav Oe&v
6pd tv, 0oi XpUooOp6vou
t'jtaix 09
8tavotgetv OE~ovKupavac
6pO6pouxov pfirtyv •poRiFvotg.
And mingling in the hauntsof Spartanmen
in time they settled the island Kallista.Thereto
[all of] you Apollo gave the plain of Libya to develop,
with honors from the gods, a godly citadel
of gold-thronedCyrenefor you to govern,
you who have devised righteouscounsel.
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These lines offer the Cyreneanstwo foundationlegends-the Lacedaemonian settling once of the island of Thera/Kallista (Ev rtot ...
v&oov) and the Theran founding of Cyrene. No proximal deictic
demonstratives("this ... here") delimit Thera, as they do, three times,
in Medea's speech at Thera. The distal adverb '-v60v, "from there,
thence," confirms distance from the origo at Cyrene, but movement
towardher is impendingand is especially felt in the juxtaposition
iiv6•v
6'
(259), "from there ... to you (gathered here)." The delayed
ijtggit
(and enjambed) aorist participlekpEu(pogjivot;(262), which modifies
foregrounds the Cyrenean addressees, recipients of Apollo's
ugjijtt,
munificence. They continue actively to witness the personal exchanges
between the speakerand theirking.
At this point, the speakerinvokes the wisdom of the expertsolver of
riddles (263-269):
yv&6t vv v taxv Oi6tr66 a opi(xv ~i ydp rti;6rou1

6t9r6i

71~8lCEt

4Fpe~ji'tev tyida0; 8pu6C,a Oxi"vot8 oi Oarlxv e 8o;,
;F0oia t06io &Cpov
rnEp'
•aoi pOtv6voxaptog
oa9rt&g,
Ei'
nto XyettIptovirip ilcrlat
,o~06tov,
i
va
o•i)v6paoi KtveEootv 68eoooUvatotiv ipetSo18
6,i6Xov ixot; &RP•ret Hatxavov v EIXE0Iv,
d6v xF-911x00iCax0C
X(Opov.
Now come to know the wisdom of Oedipus:for if someone
with sharp-cuttingaxe should slash away the branches
from a great oak tree and defile its wondrousform, even though
its fruit wither, the tree attests to its value if ever it comes at the
end
to the wintry fire or if, lending supportwith uprightlordly pillars,
it performs lowly toil in foreign halls, leaving its own place
forlorn.
According to Gildersleeve,in only hinting at the coincidences between
the oak, the exiled Oedipus, and the exiled Damophilus, but then, for
fear of making the correspondencetoo close, breaking off before he
drives the analogy home, Pindar "acquits himself of a delicate task
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delicately."56Thus he can make his point-bring the exile home!withoutoffendingArcesilas.
The riddle, and Oedipus' wisdom in solving it, have an aesthetic as
well as rhetoricalfunction. They constitutea narrativesyntagmthat is a
microcosm for the "riddling"Pythian 4 and its decipherment. Pindar's
creation of a type of character-an exile who retains his virtue though
in a foreign setting-challenges his audience to solve the largerriddle
of his poem by completinghis unspokenthought.Thoughhe directshis
request to understandOedipus' wisdom and thus decode the poem's
meaning to Arcesilas (yv&60tviv Txv
Oi6ctn66x o cpixv, 263), the
their
very presence, become additionaltargets
Cyreneanwitnesses, by
of the poet's appeal.
The rest of the ode, lines 270-299, is gearedentirelytowardbuilding
and the o0cpia,"wisdom,"of Arcesilas
up the yvo'otg, "understanding,"
of
the
and, indirectly,
Cyreneanswho are present.In a rhetoricaltour de
"oe"
(Arcesilas) to be generous and, throughgenforce, "&ycj"
enjoins
to
heal
Cyrene.57A string of second person singular imperaerosity,
as
cited
above
tives,
(yv&o0t,X&o0t, t6pouv'), culminates with the
which forms a ring with the earlier
second apostrophe(298,
'Apcai•txx)
within
this
Encased
(250).
forty-eight-lineaddress to the
"Apceuoi•a is a
to Damophilus, itself
encomium
twenty-two-line
Cyrenean king
framed by expressions that signify a positive message or report:
6yyEFov(278) and cyy:cxia (279) at one end of the ring correspond
semantically to uv6ficatO' (298) at the other. Now Homer is the
authorityfor the generic praiseof the good messenger and the righteous
message (277-279):
,rE oTv6tcgvo;
t•0v 8' 'Ojtipou Kaci
fijgta nrprnv'. -iyy ;XovE 2vxxb•C"p tiLv
tvytatxav
56

axiSxoat eai Moioa 86t' yysiax; 6p06;.

npkygtaxt

Cf. Gildersleeve(above, n. 33) 302: "Likethe oak, 0. has lost his branches,his sons
(aou;g, who, acc. to one version . . ., perished before their father), his comeliness has
been marred
e6o;g), the place that knew him knows him no more .... and yet,
(Oairlbyv
though his fruit perish ..., he can render services to an alien state, such ... as are set
forthin the 0. at Kolonos of Sophokles."
57So Carey(above, n. 32) 151: "In270ff. Arcesilas' task is to heal a state tornby internal strife. But by applyingthe same image to DamophilusPindarindicateshow Arcesilas
can heal Cyrene. A single act, the recall of the exile, will make Cyrene whole and cure
the misery of Damophilus."
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Of what belongs to Homer, lay this word to heart and heed it. He
said
that a noble messenger bears the most honorin every matter;even
the Muse will grow througha righteousmessage.
Scholars have engaged in a lively debate over the identity of the
noble messenger that the speaker commends to Arcesilas in this wise
saying; but a generic statementsuch as this need not, in fact should not,
be restrictedin its application. Pindar is cagey about the messenger's
identity. His diction clearly suggests self-reference: both Iai Moiao
and aix~rat hearken back to the poem's opening, where the speaker
enjoins the Muse to stand at the victor's side as he celebrates, so that
she may enhance (aiiA)~~the fair breeze of songs (1-4). Moreover,the
details of the ensuing encomium to Damophilus emphasize the righteousness of the exile. In principle,to praise the one acting in justice is
the obligation of the epinician poet. So the first hypothesis, that the
messenger refers to the poet, as many have argued, has considerable
textual support.A listener would readily make this association.
Nevertheless, as the poem moves towardits destination,the application of the maxim expands. The category "messenger" acquires a
second identity-that of Damophilus,who, should he returnhome, will
certify "what sort of spring of ambrosialwords he found ... when he
was lately entertainedat Thebes"(x~i
o ic-tuiaot',
6 roiav ... / Ep1
E
nTxayXv
&wipooai•v 7FUov, tpdopaqxrov
OrlPq evo0S;, 298-299).58
The spring of ambrosialwords whose quality Damophilus will certify
is Pythian 4.
In his comments on this passage, Gildersleeve hypothesizes that a
pact has already been reached between Arcesilas and Damophilus.59
Carey then speculatesthat Damophilusmay be the literal bearerof Pindar's ode.60In supportof Gildersleeve'ssuggestion that a privateaccord
58 For a differentview, which restrictsthe applicationof the saying to either the poet or
see Carey (above,
Damophilus (the two possible candidates for the role of iwyyEXog),
n. 32) especially 147-148. Arguing against the obvious choice, Pindar,Carey concludes
that lines 279-281 "establishDamophilus'right to be called iwyEog;6p06g."
59Gildersleeve (above, n. 33) 303 ad 279: "Everythingpoints to a privateunderstanding between P. and Arkesilas as to the restorationof Damophilos.D. paid for the ode, and
one is remindedof the Delphic oracle and the banished Alkmaionidai.It would be very
innocent to suppose that P. was really pleading for a man whose pardonwas not assured."
60According to Carey (above, n. 32) 148: "We may if we choose suppose that
Damophilusarrivedin Libya unannouncedbearingthe ode as a peace offering."
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had already been reached before the ode was written, Carey sees the
ode as aiming (148) to "seal the reconciliationbetween D. and A., not
to procureit" and observes (152) that "recognitionof the excellence of
Pindar'ssong dependson the success of his 'suit'."
What inferences would members of Pindar'sCyreneanaudience be
likely to make aboutthis matter?I suggest thatthey would be perplexed
by the pithy allusion to Iliad 15.207, where Iris mediates a quarrel
between Poseidon and Zeus, and would encounterit as a riddle, inasmuch as the identity of the messenger, who parallels Iris, would be a
puzzle for them to solve. They would first take Pindaras a messenger
from Damophilus, exhorting the angry Arcesilas to bring the exile
will they realize that Damophilus
home. Only with the verb pmueijateO'
is in fact himself a potentialmessengerof Pindar'ssong, who will bring
it to Cyrene if Arcesilas yields to the argumentof the poem. But that
poetic argumentis made so persuasive that the Cyreneanswould feel
thatthis eventualityis as good as true.
The gist of the poetic argumentemerges in its richness only in these
last two lines of the ode.61Damophilus is excellent in all respects. He
knows, understands,observes the Icatp6g, is political and even plays
the lyre. Arcesilas is a healer who knows straightcouncil, has wisdom,
and even (like Oedipus) understandsriddles. These facts combine to
produce an inevitable outcome: Arcesilas will bring Damophilus home.

To clinch his point, the speaker (here qua poet) has offered one last
paradigmfor Arcesilas to emulate:his own hospitableentertainmentof
the exile at Thebes. The substance of his Theban hospitality-his gift
exchange to Damophilus-was a performance of Pythian 4; if the
deservingexile comes home, he will relatethis song (thatthey havejust
witnessed) to Arcesilas and the Cyreneans. He will then become the
messenger who brings home the good report and fulfills the generic
word of Homer (277-279). Furthermore,if Damophilus in fact commissioned the ode, as some scholarsthink, by the laws of hospitalityhe
is entitledto come home.
In his concluding two lines, then, the poet producesthe illusion that
Damophilusis alreadyhome, having accompaniedthis ode. He exploits
the "coincidence"that Damophilus' trip home has the same trajectory
as the victory ode, which has come from Thebes to Cyrene. He makes
61 We can not know the
stage of the negotiationsfor Damophilus' return;but we can
know that,as the ode is being performedin Cyrene,the poet boldly perpetratesan illusion
of its earlierhistoricalperformance"lately"in Thebes.
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the Cyreneansfeel that the petition to Arcesilas to bring Damophilus
home is as good as fulfilled and that the distantevent of clemency coalesces with the here-and-nowof the ode's performance.Futuredoes not
actuallycollapse into presentbut is only felt to do so.62
Such a "doubleperformance"of Pythian 4 makes the ode a double
gift-first to Damophilusin Thebes and second to Arcesilas in Cyrene.
Both receive the poet's bounty. The ode itself is thus revealed as a
"shifter,"like the traveling clod of earth: it is indexed to its current
recipientin its currentperformancecontext, but in the recent past it was
indexed to Damophilusat Thebes. And so a furtherrhetoricalargument
emerges, reaching beyond the poem. If Pythian 4 can be transferredso
readily from Thebes (site of its fictional first performance)to Cyrene,it
can also have future recipients-ourselves-and thus remain a "spermatic logos" that enduresthroughtime.63
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

62 Cf W.
J. Slater,"Futuresin Pindar,"CQ N.S.19 (1969) 86-94, for the generalinsight
that actual events (such as Damophilus' arrival)may be conventionally representedin
futuretime.
63 I would like to express my gratitudeto Seth Schein for his careful
reading of the
manuscript and his good judgment and advice; to Rick Parmentier,Jared Klein, and
EgbertBakkerfor their suggestions on the theoreticaland linguistic underpinningsof this
paper;to colleagues at University College London and at the Centerfor Hellenic Studies
for helpful comments;and to the editors and referees of the journal.All errorsthatremain
are my own.

